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c9;Subject 
Audit of the Medicare Partial Hospitalization Program at Mental Health Corporation of 
Denver (A-07-98-01263) 

TO 

Nancy-Ann Min DeParle 

Administrator 

Health Care Financing Administration 


This memorandum is to alert you to the issuance on Pniday ,. May: 7 ,: ,2009, 

of our final report entitled, “Audit of the Medicare Partial Hospitalization Program at Mental 

Health Corporation of Denver” for the Fiscal Year (FY) ended June 30, 1996. A copy of the 

report is attached. The objective of our review was to determine whether charges by Mental 

Health Corporation of Denver (MHCD) for partial hospitalization program (PHP) services 

rnet Medicare requirements. We determined that MHCD did not follow applicable Medicare 

requirements with regard to Medicare covered PHP services. 


Our audit at MHCD determined that 100 percent of the services included on our 

100 sampled claims should not have been paid by the Medicare program. Based on our 

review we believe the entire $4,447,607 charged for PHP services for FY 1996 did not meet 

Medicare requirements. 


We recommended that MHCD ensure that any future services submitted to Medicare for 

r~eimbursement are covered by and properly documented in accordance with Medicare 

r’equirements. We will provide the results of our review to Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) 

elf Texas, so that it can consider the $4,447,607 in settling MHCD’s FY 1996 Medicare cost 

report. We will also request that BCBS of Texas review PHP services provided by MHCD 

for other cost report periods. The results of our audit have also been shared with our Office 

elf Investigations for their consideration of any further actions. 


The MHCD, in its response dated July 13, 1999, claimed that they received conflicting and 

confusing material and verbal advice from two separate fiscal intermediaries (intermediaries) 

and that the intermediaries did not furnish accurate and timely provider education and 

assistance. The MHCD’s response did not address or make reference to the Medicare 

criteria cited in the draft audit report. We believe MHCD should have followed the cited 

criteria during the audit period since the criteria was published in the intermediary’s 

Medicare newsletter without change on October 1, 1994 and again on October 1, 1995. 
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For further information, contact: 

Barbara Bennett 

Regional Inspector General 


for Audit Services, Region VII 

(816) 426-3591 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &HUMAN SERVICES 

Mr. Roberto Quiroz 

Chief Executive Officer 

Mental Health Corporation of Denver 

4 14 1 E. Dickenson Place 

Denver, Colorado 80222 


Dear Mr. Quiroz: 


Office of Inspector General 

Office of Audit Services 


Region VII 

601 East 12th Street 

Room 264A 

Kansas City, Missouri 64106 


A-07-98-0 1263 

This report provides you with the results of our “Audit of the Medicare Partial Hospitalization 
Program at Mental Health Corporation of Denver.” The Medicare partial hospitalization 

program (PHP) covers partial hospitalization services that are reasonable and necessary for the 
diagnosis and treatment of a Medicare beneficiary’s condition. The objective of our review was 
to determine whether charges by Mental Health Corporation of Denver (MHCD) for PHP 
services during the Fiscal Year (FY) ended June 

EXECUTIVE 

The entire $4,447,607 charged for PHP services 
$3,526,861) did not meet Medicare requirements. 
100 percent of charges for the services included 
Medicare requirements for one or more reasons. 

30, 1996, met Medicare requirements. 

SUMMARY 

(for which MHCD received interim payments of 
We found, through medical review, that 

on 100 randomly selected claims did not meet 
We recommended that MHCD ensure that any 

future services submitted to Medicare for reimbursement are covered by and properly 

documented in accordance with Medicare requirements. We will provide the results of our 

review to the fiscal intermediary, so that the appropriate adjustment of $4,447,607 can be applied 

to MHCD’s FY 1996 Medicare cost report. We will also request that the fiscal intermediary 

review PHP services provided by MHCD for other cost report periods. During the course of our 

audit. MHCD discontinued billing Medicare for PHP services. MHCD disagreed with our 

recommendation. Their comments are presented in further detail later in this report and included 

as Appendix A. 


BACKGROUND 
Laws and Regulations 

Title XVIII of the Social Security Act (Act) authorizes the Medicare program to provide medical 
benefits to individuals 65 years of age and older, and certain individuals under age 65 who are 
disabled or suffer from end stage renal disease. Section 1832 of the Act established coverage of 
PHP services provided by community mental health centers (CMHC) to Medicare beneficiaries. 
Section 186 1(ff)(2) of the Act generally defines PHP services as those (mental health) services 
that are reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or active treatment of the individual’s 
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condition, reasonably expected to improve or maintain the individual’s condition and functional 
level, and to prevent relapse or hospitalization. Section 1835 of the Act requires physicians to 
certify that PHP patients would otherwise require inpatient psychiatric care. 

Section 4162 of Public Law 10 I-508 (OBRA 1990) amended section 186 1(ff, of the Act to 
extend Medicare coverage of PHP services to CMHCs. Section 19 16(c)(4) of the Public Health 
Service (PHS) Act listed the services that must be provided by a CMHC. Section 1861(ff) 
defines a CMHC for Medicare as an entity that furnishes the services in section 1916(c)(4) of the 
PHS Act and meets applicable State licensure requirements. In 1992, the PHS Act was amended 
to require only four core services. The four core services are currently listed at 
section 1913(c)(l)(B) of the PHS Act which superceded section 1916(c)(4). The legislation 
states that any entity that provides these services would be considered a CMHC for purposes of 
the Act. 

Section 1833 (a)(2)(b) of the Act provides that CMHCs will be paid for PHP services on the 
basis of reasonable cost. During the year, a CMHC receives interim payments based on a 
percentage of its billed charges. These payments are intended to approximate the CMHC’s 
reasonable costs. Upon receipt of the Medicare cost report for the year, the fiscal intermediary 
(intermediary) makes a settlement payment based on the reasonable costs incurred. 

Mental Health Corporation of Denver 

In accordance with Medicare guidelines, MHCD obtained their Medicare provider number 
through a self-attestation process which required the applicant to attest that they complied with 
the requirements for a CMHC as defined by the PHS Act, and that they also provided the PHP 
core services required by the Act. A Medicare certified CMHC, such as MHCD, can either 
provide core services directly or under arrangement with other providers. 

MHCD was incorporated as a private, not-for-profit (50 l)(c)(3) corporation in December 1987, 
and became operational July 1, 1989, with an administrative office in Denver, Colorado. The 
effective date of participation in the Medicare program was July 1, 1992. For the FY ended 
June 30, 1996, MHCD received interim payments of $3,526,861 on the submitted charges of 
$4,447,607. 

Fiscal Intermediary Responsibilities 

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) contracts with intermediaries, usually large 
insurance companies, to assist them in administering the Medicare program. The intermediaries 
for MHCD during our audit period were Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) of New Mexico and 
BCBS of Texas. With respect to CMHCs, the intermediaries are responsible for: 

reviewing and processing claims for PHP services; 
making interim payments; 
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- conducting audits of cost reports; 

performing liaison activities between HCFA and CMHCs; and 

disseminating information and educational material. 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

Objective 

The objective of our review was to determine whether charges by, and payments to, MHCD for 
PHP services for the FY ended June 30, 1996 met Medicare requirements. 

Scope 

To accomplish our objective, a sample of 100 claims was randomly selected from MHCD’s 
universe of 8,015 PHP claims for the period July 1,1995 through June 30,1996. During this 
period MHCD received interim payments of $3,526,86 I for submitted charges of $4,447,607. 
We used applicable Medicare laws, regulations, and guidelines to determine whether the services 
claimed by MHCD met Medicare requirements. 

Methodology 

We performed our work in a cooperative effort with the HCFA Denver regional office and BCBS 
of Texas. The HCFA medical surveyors reviewed supporting medical records maintained by the 
provider for each of the services included on 100 paid PHP claims. The medical records were 
also reviewed by the intermediary’s medical review personnel to determine whether the services 
claimed met Medicare requirements. 

Our field work was performed at MHCD in Denver, Colorado, and the Office of Audit 
Services (OAS), Denver field office. The review was initiated by the Office of Inspector 
General (OIG) in cooperation with HCFA and the intermediary. 

Our claims review was performed in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. Our review did not require an evaluation of internal controls. In addition to the 
claims review, we performed an audit of MHCD’s costs as submitted on their FY 1996 cost 
report to determine whether they were reasonable and allowable. During this review, we found 
cost items that should not have been reported or were improperly classified on the cost report. 
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Results of this audit will be provided to MHCD’s current fiscal intermediary, TrailBlazer Health 
Enterprises (TrailBlazer) for their consideration in the finalization of MHCD’s FY 1996 cost 
report. 

DETAILED RESULTS OF REVIEW 

Our review showed that none of the services on 100 randomly sampled PHP claims met 

Medicare requirements. The 100 claims contained 1,030 units of PHP services. For the services 

on the 100 claims, MHCD submitted charges of $4,447,607 and received $3,526,861 in interim 

payments. Since none of the sampled items were eligible for Medicare reimbursement for one or 

more reasons, we believe the entire universe of $4,447,607 in charges is unallowable. We 

recommended that MHCD ensure that any future Medicare billings contain only services that 

meet Medicare requirements. We also will inform the intermediary so that our findings can be 

considered in settling MHCD’s FY 1996 cost report. 


CRITERIA 

The 42 CFR 410.2 defines PHP services as a distinct and organized intensive ambulatory 

treatment program that offers less than 24-hour daily care. The PHP services are to provide 

acutely mentally ill individuals with intensive psychiatric services to prevent hospitalization. 

According to the Special Medicare Part A Newsletter No. 345-96, the PHP treatment is intended 

for clients who: (1) are likely to benefit from a coordinated program of services; (2) do not 

require 24-hour care; (3) have an adequate support system outside of the hospital; (4) have a 

diagnosis of mental illness; and (5) are not judged to be dangerous to self or others. 


The 42 CFR 410.43 describes the services that must be provided and identifies the criteria for 

evaluating whether the PHP provider can be reimbursed for these services. Under 42 CFR 

424.24, Medicare pays for PHP services only if a physician certifies (and recertifies, where such 

services are furnished over a period of time) that the beneficiary would otherwise require 

inpatient psychiatric care in the absence of such services. A physician must also establish and 

periodically review an individualized treatment plan for furnishing the services. The plan of care 

must include the physician diagnosis, the type, amount and duration of services, and the 

treatment goals. The PHP is meant to provide services to clients who require more than isolated 

sessions of outpatient treatment. 


Ineligible Services 

Reviews of the medical records performed by the intermediary’s medical review staff and 
HCFA’s medical surveyors in Denver, Colorado, found that all of the 1,030 units of service 
contained in the 100 sampled claims did not meet Medicare requirements. There were multiple 
reasons for which units of service contained on the sampled claims should have been denied. 
The following denial reasons were most frequently identified during the medical review: 
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. 9.5 claims had no physician orders or inadequate physician orders. 

. 	 94 claims had no physician certification or recertification that the beneficiary 
would otherwise require inpatient psychiatric care in the absence of PHP services. 

. 	 87 claims had inadequate group and/or individual therapy notes so that medical 
necessity could not be determined. In order to claim therapy services, Medicare 
requires medical notes to identify frequency, duration, and amount of service for 
each client. The medical review revealed many of the medical records did not 
have adequate documentation of individual or group therapy. For 26 of the 
87 claims, there were no therapy notes. 

. 	 86 claims had an inadequate treatment plan. Elements such as the physician 
diagnosis, the type, amount and duration of services, and treatment goals were 
either missing or incomplete. For 13 of the 86 claims, there was no treatment 
plL3.I-l. 

. 	 79 claims were for patients who had achieved sufficient stabilization and no 
longer required the intense, frequent involvement of a PHP. These patients were 
chronic and not in an acute exacerbation of symptoms. For example, one client 
required medication management and psychotherapy on an intermittent basis, 
which could have been performed in an office setting. In another case, a relatively 
stable client in a nursing home could have had his needs met by the nursing home 
staff in consultation with mental health professionals. 

Assessment of the medial records documentation revealed MHCD generally served a population 
who did not receive the intensive therapy required to be provided by a PHP, but were billed to 
Medicare as PHP services. Most clients required maintenance and were not acutely ill. In our 
opinion, it appeared that MHCD’s philosophy was to bill Medicare because the patients had 
Medicare coverage, and not because the services provided would qualify as Medicare PHP 
services. The intermediary placed MHCD on 25 percent prepayment review effective 
October 16, 1996. Based on the results of the initial review, the intermediary increased 
prepayment review to 50 percent effective May 7, 1998. Effective July 1998, MHCD 
discontinued billing the Medicare program. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the results of our audit, we recommended that MHCD: 

0 	 Ensure that if they bill Medicare in the future that any claims submitted to 
Medicare for reimbursement contained only services that are covered and properly 
documented in accordance with Medicare requirements. 



------------ 
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We will provide the results of our review to TrailBlazer, so that the appropriate 
adjustment of $4,447,607 in ineligible charges to Medicare can be applied to 
MHCD’s FY 1996 LMedicare cost report. We will also request that BCBS of 
Texas review PHP services provided by MHCD for other cost report periods. 

AUDITEE COMMENTS 

The MHCD did not agree with our recommendation that MHCD “pay the Federal Government 
the projected overpayment amount.. ..” The MHCD cited multiple, and at times confusing, 
materials coupled with equally conflicting and confusing verbal advice provided by two 
intermediaries as their reasons for disagreement. They also responded that the intermediaries did 
not furnish accurate and timely provider education and assistance. Further, they stated that by 
failing to deny PHP claims for payment on a timely basis or provide instructive guidance, 
MHCD relied upon the intermediaries determination that the PHP services rendered were 
appropriate. The MHCD stated it was denied the opportunity to seek payment from Medicaid 
and other third party payors for reimbursable services provided. The full text of the response is 
found in Appendix A. 

OIG COMMENTS 

The MHCD contended that it was often unable to obtain guidance from its intermediary, and that 
any guidance received was confusing and ambiguous. Rather, we believe the guidance was 
sufficiently clear as to the requirements for physician orders and certification/recertification, the 
need for adequate therapy notes and the condition of patients who required PHP services. And in 
fact, these were the bases for the medical reviewers’ determinations to deny the 1,030 units of 
service contained in the 100 claims in our sample. 

As outlined on page 5 of this report, any one of these reasons by itself would make the claim 
ineligible for reimbursement. However, many of the claims had multiple reasons for being 
unallowable. We believe during the audit period, July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996, that 
MHCD should have followed the criteria cited since they were published without change on 
October 1, 1994 and again on October 1, 1995. 

The MHCD’s response generally addressed only physician certifications, and did not specifically 
address any of the other reasons given for the claims being unallowable for reimbursement. The 
MHCD’s response also did not address or make reference to the regulatory criteria cited in the 
draft audit report. 

We believe that it is the responsibility of individual entities to make use of available information 
to ensure that claims submitted are, in fact, reimbursable by Medicare and that entities bear the 
brunt of responsibility for ensuring that they receive reimbursement for services provided from 
the appropriate sources. 
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Final determinations as to actions to be taken on all matters reported will be made by the HHS 
action official named below. We request that you respond to the official within 30 days from the 
date of this letter. Your response should present any comments or additional information that 
you believe may have a bearing on the final determination. 

In accordance with the principles of the Freedom of Information Act (Public Law 90-23), OIG, 
OAS reports issued to the Department’s grantees and contractors are made available, if 
requested, to members of the press and general public to the extent information contained therein 
is not subject to exemptions in the Act, which the Department chooses to exercise. (See 45 CFR 
Part 5.) 

To facilitate identification, please refer to the referenced Common Identification Number 
A-07-98-0 1263 in all correspondence relating to this report. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara A. Bennett 
Regional Inspector General 

for Audit Services, Region VII 

Enclosure 


HHS Action Official 

James Randolph Farris, M.D. 

Regional Administrator, 

HCFA Region VI 

1301 Young Street, Room 714 

Dallas, Texas 75202-4348 
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MHCD 
Dedicated to Quality 
Mental HealthCare 

Access Center 

Ourparienr 

Residential 

Dual Diagnosis 

Assertive Community 

Treatment 

Rehabilitation 

Child. Adolescent & Family 

Older Adult 

Housing Developr.ent 

Administrative Office 
1141 East DIckenson Place 

Denver. CO SO-732 
f303) i5 7- 722 7 

(303) 7574l281 (FM) 

Roberto Quiroz, .MS W 
CEO 

Frank .McGuirk, PhD. 
Depurv Direcror 

Carl Clark, MB. 
.MedicallClinrcal Director 

July 13, 1999 

Barbara A. Bennett 

Regional Inspector General 

for Audit Services, Region 7 

601 East 12* Street 

Room 284-A 

Kansas City, MO 64106 


Re: CIN: A-07-98-01263 


Dear Ms. Bennett: 


Pursuant to the Office of the Inspector General’s (“OIG”) draft report and 
results of the OIG’s audit of Medicare Partial Hospitalization Program (“PHI”‘) 
services at Mental Health Corporation of Denver (“MHCD”) dated May 14, 1999, we 
wish to respond and provide additional information with respect to PHI? services 
rendered by MHCD from July 1, 1995 through June 30, 1996 (the “Audit Period”). 
Further, we would also like to request a meeting with you at your earliest 
conveni.enceto discuss the OIG audit and the additional information being submitted. 

Thrcughout this Audit Period, MHCD attempted, as a community mental 
health center (“CMHC”), to develop and implement internal guidelines and revised 
forms to ensure that PHP services met Medicare guidelines. Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
of New Mexico (“BUBS of NM”) failed repeatedly to respond timely to requests 
Tom MHCD for guidance and clarification. MHCD believed in good faith that what 
it developed met the Medicare criteria and was consistent with the delivery of 
services in a CMHC. However, because of the lack of clarity in the law, coupled with 
the lack of timely interpretation and guidance by BC/BS of NM and again later by 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Texas (“BUBS of TX”) and a general misunderstanding 
of the nature of a CMHC resulting in the application of standards not made clear 
during this Audit Period, certain PHP claims of MHCD are only now being 
retroactively denied for MHCD’s fiscal year ending June 30, 1996. 

During the first portion of this Audit Period, the fiscal intermediary (“,I”) for 
MHCD Medicare Part A claims was BUBS of NM and inadequate guidance was 
provided by this FI regarding appropriate criteria for billing PHP services by 
CMHC’s. Exhibit A to this letter is a chronological summary of both oral and written 
communications between MHCD, Colorado CMHC’s and associations and BCBS of 
NM and Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Texas (“BCBS of TX”) attempting to clarify the 
applicable PI-IP reimbursement requirements. 
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- Pase ’ 
Section I1 67 of the Omibus Budget Reconciliation AL: of !990 (“OBR;\“) 

M H ’ D amerided Sections - !S6l(ff) and ! S23(ai(Z), the Social S~:ri:;; Act. to extend 
Dedicared :o Quo1ir.v Medicare coverage and paymen: to PJXP sewices provided 3~.CblHC’s effective 
.Menral HrairhCclr-e October 1. 199I ithe **OBFLA .tiendments”). Prior to the OBR-? Amendments, PHp 

services were covered by Medicare only if provided by a hospitai :o its outpatients.’ 

In the Medicare Provider Reimbursement Manual, effec:ive October 1, 199 1, 
it states. 

-‘It is not necessary that a course of treatment have, as its goal, 
restoration of the patient to the level of functioning exhibited prior to 
the onset of the illness, although this may be appropriate for some 
patients. For many other psychiatric patients, particularly those with 
long term, chronic conditions, control of systems and maintenanceof 
functional level to avoid further deterioration or hospitalization is an 
acceptable expectation of improvement. “Improvement” in this 
contexT is measured by comparing the effect of co&u@ treatment 
versus discontinuing it. Where there is reasonable expectationthat if 
treatment services were withdrawn the patient’s condition would 
deteriorate, relapse fk-ther, or require hospitalization. vhiscriterion is 
met. 

“Some patients may undergo a course of treatment which increases 
their level of fbnctioning but *&en reach a point where further 
significant increase is not expected. Continued coverage may be 
possible even though the condition has stabilized or treatment is 
primarily for the purpose of maintaining the present level of 
functioning. Coverage Is denied only where evident: shows that the 
criteria discussed above are not met. e.g., that stabiiity can be 
maintained without t’urrher treatment or with less intensivetreatment.” 

The majority of >lHCZI’s ?HP recipients were historicaily high users of 
inpatient services with major rnentai illnesses. Therefore. b:, ?rovidina, continuing 
treatment rhat prevented the recipient’s condition f?om deteriorating, relapsing 
fkther. or requiring hospitalization. MHCD believed that the jerkes it provided met 
Medicare’; criteria for P!XP coverage as outlined above. 

Federal reslations effective March ! 3, 1994 deking -he <overage, criteria 
and payment inethodology I the “1993 Rcgiations!‘) were published in an interim 
final rule on Februarv ! 1, l99d.l P-Jsuant to the Interim Finai Me published March 
22, 1994. the de<iitIon of PHP jekces was clarified and the derinirion of a CMHC 
reiterated. 

I b[edicue coverage of pax-rii >osoirai ;er/lces provided by hosplr~ l.vaseffective 
December 12. :957. 
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m 

Based on section 156 1(.133(2) of the 0BR-I Amendments,PHP services mustM H C D Page’ 
.Mrnra! HeulrhCarr individual‘s condition; and (2) reasonably expected to improve or maintain the 

individual’s condition and functional level and to prevent relapseor hospitalization; 
and (3) include any of the following: 

Lndividuai and group therapy with physicians or psycholo$sts or other mental 
health professionals to the txtent authorized under State law. 

Occupational therapy requiring the skills of a qualified occupationaltherapist 

Services of social workers, trained psychiatric nurses, and other staff trained to 
work with psychiatric patients. 

Drugs and biologic& furnished for therapeutic purposes, subject to the 
limitations described in 5410.29. 

Individualized activity therapies that are not primarily recreational or 
diversionary. 

Family counseling, the primary purpose of which is treatient of the individual’s 
condition. 

Patient training and education, to the extent the training and educational activities 
are closely and clearly related to the individual’s care ad treatment. 

Diagnosric services. 

Again, in the absence of any feedback. LMHCD attempted to interpret the 1994 
Regulation and believed the services it provided conformed to the abovecriteria. 

Dedicarecl lo Qualit! 
(1) be reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or active treatment of the 

Prior to the 1994 Regulation and Interim Final Rule, Medicare issued only 
two manual instructions covering2?HP services, both issued in Ivlarch,1992, effective 
retroactively to October 1, 199 1.- These instructions stated that. in general, for PHI? 
services to be covered the services must be for the purpose of diagnosticstudy x they 
must be reasonably expected to improve or maintain the patient’s condition and to 
prevent relapse or hospiraiizarion. In neither of these transmittalsnor in the Medicare 
Yewsletter published by BC’BS of NM’ was appropriate documentation described 
that would sufI?ce as evidence of a physician’s prescription or of a physician 
certification. Thus. CHMC’s in Colorado were left to determineon their own what 
appropriate documentation might be in their particular setting. 

Moreover, in the Outpatient Physical Therapy and ComprehensiveOutpatient 
Rehabiiitation Facility Manual. which includes Medicare guidelines for CMHC’s, it 

’ SeeTab 1 of Exhibit h: Transmirtal No. i&l-97,-1 and Medicare ProviderReimbursementMa~‘~mi. 

PartTY&mnittaI X0.366.

1 .Medicue Yewslener: Pubiicatzon No. 32-7. July 10. 1992. 




or‘:he ?aricnr’j prpgress notes 5~ :ke physician kvould be approptixe :br c=Kificarion 
t‘or PEP xT4keS.’ 

In addition, in a letter to -he Honorable -6om B 
.\dministraror of the Health Care Financing .\dministratioa (‘*HCF.L\“), dated 
September 36, 1994, six months after the issuance of ihe 19CdRegulations and 
interim Final Rule. -acknowledged that HCF.4’5 FI’j were having 
difficulty evaluating claims for 2-W services.’ He acknowledged hat PHP providers 
needed more specific guidance about coverage of PHP services. Tnus, it is evident 
that even after issuance of the 1994 Regulations and Interim Final Rule, HCFA 
acbowledged that FI’; lacked xfficienc undersrandirg or knowledgeto help educate 
providers. 

Not unti1 January 19, !995 did BC23S of JiM issue its m local medical 
review policy (“LMRP”) for PEB’s in an outpatient and CMEK jettktg, requesting 
provider comments. MHCD, !n conjunction with *he CXCMHCC. documented its 
concerns and comments in a response to BCBS of>M’j drati LMRP. baredMarch 3, 
1991.’ it is evident from *he response of V-President or‘ Colorado 
-Association of Communiry ?/fenral Health Centers and Ciinics. bar zven the draft 
L,\/W xas Lnconsisrent with 3C.BS of ?&l’s previous _luiciax: 3aniculariy with 
respect 10 patient 2ligibiliQ aIzd physician certification. T2e drat LMRP was never 
5inalizeci jy K’BS or‘ Y’M. -bus leaving “roviders :vith 10 5x&e: FT uidance. 
>&yxes from the CXC>/MCC ?~ktance Commirtee. dared 4fay 1. 1905.document that 
*here was ;10 response from 3C:BS of I’>[. who did zot want :O ?e “pushed” to 
respond IOrhe .issociation (C.-\CMHCC).’ 

Only in June 1995. ,Cd HCF.4 issue Progam >lemorar,dumI??J.J 95-S to10 h 
orovide citification of-he requirements qpiicabie to tie MedicareEP bene5r. 
PV 95-S. :he scope of jewices available rmder :he PEE &zest xere .tiher Aeked. 
Of ji~iECJlXr0 h IhiS ;natter :s 222 notion 0i derinition oi”x:ivz x3Lnenl:‘. 
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P3ee 5 
*-active treatment” was de?iied as the ongoing prol;isionof :!inically recog

nized therapeutic interventions ‘.vhich are soal-directed and basedon a documented 
Dedicared IO QuuLiry 

treatment plan. Examples given af active treatment include. but are not limited to,
.kltinrui He,al[hCat.e 

individual therapy. group therspy. and occupational therapy. In order to be 
considered xc:ive treatment” . Phi 95-S stated the f0110~ing xireria must be met: 

MHCD 

1) 	 Treatment is directed toward the alleviation of the 
impairments that precipitated entrancein the program 
or which necessitate continued levelof intervention; 

3) Treatment enhances the patient!; copingabilities; and 

Treatment is individualized to address the specific 
clinical needs of the patient. 

Active treatment was not intended to include service :o maintain generally 
independent clients who are able to function with Iittle supervisionor in the absence 
of a continuous active treatment program. Further, P-M 95-5 aared that treatment 
may continue until the patient has improved sufficiently to be maintained in the 
outpatient or office setting on a less intense and less frequent basis. Persons who 
require a low tiequency of parricipation may indicate that PHPservicesare no longer 
reasonable and necessary and the beneficiary could be managedin an outpatient 
setting and should no longer be covered under the PHI’ benefit. 

Most of the ,MHCD consumers would not fit this description‘becauseAMHCD 
serves the highest number of seriously mentally ill in the stateoi Colorado. Our goal 
is to keep our consumers out of *he hospital. 

PM 95-S aiso slated rhat -he physician certif?cation rna)rbe made where the 
physician believes that the course of the patient’s current episodeof illness would 
result in psychiatric hospitaiization if the PEG services are sot substituted. PHI’ 
services may occur in lieu of either (1) admission io an :inpatienthospiral; or (3) a 
conrinued inpatient hospitalization. Moreover. a beneficiary ;nust (a) be able to 
benefit from a coordinated 3rogra.m of services; (b) have an adequateSupport sysrem 
outside the Trogram and not Tequire Id- hour care; (c) have an ICD-9 diagnosis of 
mental illness: and id) not be dangerous LOthemselves or others. 1~short. eligible 
beneficiaries wouid require inparient psychiatric treatment ;A -he absence of PHP 
services. These requirements march rhe prorile of mosr adult consumersserved by 
MHCD. 

BC.‘BS or‘ Y&l did not provide any pidance ;vlth respect to the 
implemenrarion of the 199d Xegulation. Lnterim Final Rule x HCF.A’s program 
memorandum. in the absence or‘ guidance Tom BCBS of4N. MHCD believed -&at 
they were itill providin, m apuropriate Medicare PHP services.since the services. 
occurred in !ieu of either ( i) admission to an inpatient hospiral. or i2) a continued 
inpatient hospitalization. as outlined in PM 95-S. 
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MHCD BC.BS of TX issued 41edicare Part A ?iewslerter NO. 313-35 (;‘Ne~vslener
Dedicated [o Qoaiify 

Xo. 3 1S-95”) dated September 1. 1995. \~hich provided additional clarification.Wenral HralrhCara 
regarding the PHP benefit but did not furnish the specific timing xxi mxtner of the 
physician cerrificarion and recertification.! ’ BCBS of TX was not. however, 
,LIHCD’s FI when this Xe’ewsletter No. 3 1S-95 was issued. BCBS of X&[ was 
subsequently terminated as MHCD’s FI on September 30: !995, and replaced by 
BCBS of33 effective December I, 1995. In the absence of yidance from ZvlHCD’s 
FL MHCD developed its own form,yf certification and recertificationin an artempt to 
interpret the Medicare guidelines. - Additionally, Newsletter Yo, 31S-95 did not 
specify the form of the physician prescription for PE-IPservicesprovidedby CMHC’s. 
MHCD implemented its own certification and recertification form for PJXPservices in 
February, 1996. 

BC,BS of TX did not provide training to Colorado providersof CMHC PHP 
services until October 1, 1996, one year after it was awarded tie HCFA FI contract. 
One tmnsition seminar was held by BC;TBS of TX but only dealtwith billing logistics 
and transitioning to this new FL r’ Very little of the training pertainedspecifically to 
PJTPservices provided by CMHC’s. 

In a letter received by MHCD from BUBS of IX on October 17, 1996, 
MHCD was notified of the results of a post-payment review andthatthe; were being 
placed under Focused Medical Review (“FUR”) effective immediateiy.’ However, 
MHCD was reassured by BCT3S of TX that this prior post paymentreview would 
not result in repayment nor be punitive in nature because of the lack of prior 
guidance. This was the first feedback received by MHCD that the PHP services it 
was providing did not meet Medicare guidelines. In responseto -tis review and 
notification. -WHCD contacted BCBS of TX for approval of -he certification and 
recertification form developed in February, 1996. In Novembe:.!996. *‘w’ of 
BCBS of IX provided verbal confiiation that MHC3’j xtification and 
recertification form met Medicare guidelines. 

Throughout this period. MHCD developed and Implemented internal 
guidelines and revised forms to ensure that PJ3P services met 4ledicare guidelines. 
For example. on January 3 1, ! 996. MHCD issued an intemai memorandumto PE3P 
Prozram Directors with revised Cxti&xtion/Rece~ification Forms and a PKP 
Program Pxt A Documentation Requirements Packet. 

The lack of clarity 5 rhe law. tie development of P,XPreview policies and 
Jppiications of those standards by c ‘s Ln a frequently arbitrar]l manner,and a wide 
variance and implementation of both CMHC detiitions and ?EP’s ieit MHCD 
during this period of time ti 3 -minerable position as it anemptedto provide a 
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legitimate and appropriately covered services to beneficiaries for which PHP was 
medically necessary. 

Thus, without clearly articulated standards applicable to the Medicare CMHC 
PHP benefits, MFICD struggled with applying vague statutory standards intended to 
fit a health care system whose emphasis was on inpatient treatment. Specifically, the 
language used by Medicare and the FI pertained to inpatient practices and did not 
correspond to CMHC vocabulary. For example, CMHC’s do not utilize the term 
“admission” to a program, as, by defmition, patients reside in the community rather 
than an inpatient treatment center. Moreover, because of this lack of guidance and 
lack of effectiveness of the BUBS of NM and BC’BS of TX, MHCD has been denied 
at a minimum (1) notice of the specific standards used to measure compliance, (2) 
opportunity for corrective action and (3) trained surveyors capable of performing 
reliable evaluations. 

The multiple and at times confusing interpretative materials, coupled with 
equally conflicting and confusing verbal advice furnished by BUBS of NM and 
BUBS of TX and the lack of national standards has resulted in what we believe to be 
an unfair retrospective denial of claims for PHP services rendered by MHCD during 
the audit period. We have been subject to different standards by two different Fl’s. 
These differences are a source of legitimate provider and patient confusion. Our 
Medicare FI’s did not furnish accurate and timely provider education and assistance.l5 
We are willing to work expeditiously with the OIG to resolve any inappropriate 
claims, but we believe that the lack of clear and correct guida;lce from our I? should 
not be held against us. 

Finally, by failing to timely deny PHP claims for payment or provide 
instructive guidance, MHCD relied on the FI’s determination that the PHP services 
rendered were appropriate. Thus, MI-ICD was denied the opportunity to seek 
payment from Medicaid and other third party payors for reimbursable services 
provided by MHCD. 

Please be assured that MHCD has sought to act at all times in good faith to 
maintain compliance with all applicable federal guidelines and regulations. We would 
appreciate the opportunity to provide this additional information to you for your 
consideration and would like to request a meeting at your earliest convenience to 
discuss more fully the issues at hand. 

oberto Quiroz, M. 
Chief Executive Officer 

I5 42 C.F.R. $421.103 


